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:j_edrilibflg
Edit Repeated Item Library Flag

Description:
This utility edits the RI Library Flag on all editable Repeated Items in the currently 
loaded database which have the given old RI Library name in the RI Library Flag 
(#vefile) to the given new RI Library name.

Level:
2s

Syntax:
:j_edrilibflg;oldlibrary;newlibrary

Global Variables:
None

Arguments:

oldlibrary (string)
The old Repeated Item Library name. This can be just the library name or a full 
path. If the .ri extension is not given it will be added. When the check for the old 
library name is made, if the oldlibrary string given is found within the current 
contents of #vefile (all or part), the contents of the flag will be swapped for the 
new library name.

newlibrary (string)
The new Repeated Item Library name. This should be the complete library name 
desired including any path (such as std:). If the .ri extension is not given it will be 
added.

Example:

:j_edrilibflg;test1.ri;std:test2.ri
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In this example any editable Repeated Items in the database which have the 
library name “test1.ri” as all or part of the contents of the #vefile flag will have the
#vefile flag changed to “std:test2.ri”.

Related Utilities:
None

Notes:

1. The #vefile flag may be checked by selecting the entity and then running the $data 
utility. This places the entity values in the #vefile flag which may then be retrieved using
the $getvar utility (svalue=$getvar(#vefile)).

2. For Repeated Items, the #vefile flag contains the Repeated Item Library name from 
which the RI was originally placed. This is so that if ARRIS cannot find the RI in any 
currently loaded library, it will check this flag and attempt to load the library in order to 
have a valid source for the RI. This utility provides a way to change this “source” library 
on Repeated Items placed in a database in case the library changes or it is desired to 
have the source changed to another library which contains an RI of the same name.
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